MAP OF YOUR HEAD
As recorded by Muse
(From the 2002 Double Album HULLABALLOO (SOUNDTRACK))

Transcribed by A.S.

Words and Music by Matthew Bellamy

A Intro

\[ \text{N.C.} \]

1. \( \text{I'm sick of feeding my soul} \)

2. \( \text{I saw a liquid control} \)

Shaker & Drum cue

Gtrs I, II

1. \( \text{see people who'll never know just how purposeless they've grown} \)

2. \( \text{that gives life to a soul I hit my head on it and woke up to know} \)
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because their language confuses like computers refuse to understand how I am

Chorus

feeling today I'm freezing and losing my way

Gtrs III, IV, V

mf Elec. Gtr. (D-A-D-G-B-E) w/octaver doubled by piano playing octave below.

I don't need another map of your head I am freezing and
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To Coda


Gtrs III, IV, V